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1. INTRODUCTION 
The underlying problem is to deduce the precise shape of a membrane 
from the complete knowledge of the eigenvalues A, for the Laplace 
operator V2 = C:= r (a@~‘)~ in the X1X2X3 space. 
Let DE R3 be a simply connected bounded domain with the bounding 
surface S. Let us suppose that the 1, are the eigenvalues of the impedance 
problem 
V2u+Au=0 in D, $+yu=O on S, (1.1) 
where a/an denotes differentiation along the inward pointing normal to the 
bounding surface S and y is a positive constant. 
The objective of this paper is to determine the geometry of D and the 
impedance y from the asymptotic form of the trace function 
e(t)= tr(epV2’) = 2 e-“n’, 
n=l 
(1.2) 
for small positive t. 
Pleijel [2] has investigated problem (1.1) in the cases y = 0 (Neumann 
problem) and y -+ 00 (Dirichlet problem) by the use of Fredhom integral 
equations and has shown that in the case of a Neumann problem, 
V 
Q’)--&qTT2 + 
S 1 
16xt + 12rc3’2t1’2 s 
HdS+ O(t”‘) as t+O, (1.3) 
s 
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while in the case of a Dirichlet problem, 
V s 1 ---- 
e(f) (4nnt)3/2 167~ + 12n3’2t”2 s 
HdS+O(t”*) as t-0. (1.4) 
s 
In these formulae V and S are respectively, the volume and the surface 
area of D. H = $(( l/R,) + (l/R,)) where R, and R, are the principal radii of 
curvature. 
In analogy with the two-dimensional membrane problem [3], it is easy 
to show that the trace function 0(t) associated with problem (1.1) is given 
by 
e(t) = lj-j G(x, x; t) dx, 
D (1.5) 
where G(x, , x2 ; t) is the Green’s function for the heat equation 
(1.6) 
subject to the impedance boundary condition 
for x, is, 
and the initial condition 
lim G(x,, x,; t) = 6(x, -x2), (1.8) 
1-O 
where 6(x, - x2) is the Dirac delta function located at the source point x2. 
Let us write 
where 
G(x,,x,;t)=Go(x,,x2;t)+X(x,,x2;t), (1.9) 
Go(x,, x2; t) = (4mp3’* exp (J,--;*l*}, 
is the “fundamental” solution of the heat equation (1.6) while x(x,, x2; t) is 
a “regular” solution chosen so that G(x, , x2 ; t) satisfies the boundary con- 
dition (1.7). 
On setting xi =x2 = x we find that 
V 
O(t) = (47Ct)3,* + K(t), (1.11) 
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where 
K(t) = 111 x(x, x; t) &. (1.12) 
D 
The problem now is to determine the asymptotic expansion of K(t) for 
small positive t. In what follows we shall use Laplace transforms with 
respect o t, and use s* as the Laplace transform parameter; thus 
s 
cc 
G(x,, x2; s2) = e-li2* G(x,, x2; t) dt. 
0 
(1.13) 
Now, Green’s function G(x 1, x2 ; s2) satisfies the membrane quation 
(V’-s2)G(x,,x2;s2)= -6(x,-x,) in D, (1.14) 
together with the impedance boudary condition 
( ) $+y qx,,x,;s*)=o for x, ES. 
The asymptotic expansion of K(t), for small positive t, may then be 
deduced directly from the asymptotic expansion of K(ics*), for large positive 
s, where 
Z?(s’) = [jj- jl(x, x; s2) dx. (1.16) 
D 
2. CONSTRUCTION OF GREEN'S FUNCTION 
Suppose the bounding surface S of D is given locally by infinitely dif- 
ferentiable functions xi= y’(a), i = 1, 2, 3, of the parameters CJ’, o*. If these 
parameters are chosen so that 0’ = constant, tl = 1,2 are lines of curvature, 
the first and second fundamental forms of S can be written in the form 
U,(% da) =g11 (aNdo1)2 +g**(~)(~~*)*~ 
and (2.1) 
Z7,(0, AC) = d,, (a)(~Io’)~ + d22(o)(4g2)2). 
In terms of the coefficients g,,, g,,, d,,, d2* the principal radii of curvature 
are 
R cg,, 
I d,, and R*+f 22 
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Let “n” be the minimum distance from a point x = (xl, x2, x3) of the 
domain D to its bounding surfact S. Letter n denotes the inward drawn 
unit normal to S. Equation (1.14) has the fundamental solution 
(7,(x,, x,; s2) = ep”‘/4nr, where r = rx, x2 = Cl=, (,~i, - xl)” is the distance 
between the points x, = (xi, xi, xi) and x2 = (xl, x:, xi) of the domain D. 
The existence of this solution enables us to construct integral equations for 
the Laplace transform of Green’s function satisfying (1.15) for either small 
or large impedance y. Therefore, Green’s theorem gives: 
(i) if O<y<<l, 
-srx’x* 1 
G(x,,x2;s2)=;IIr --I;;{ m,,Y;s2) z 
XIX.2 7 { ‘,($) 
ees’x2Y 
(2.2) 
+Yr dy 
X2Y i 
(ii) if yB 1, 
Qx,, x2; 9) = 
e-sr,l,2,‘j ;qx,,y,s2) 4nr 
x,x2 2x s nY i 
e-s’x2y 
y 
VY 
a e-s’x2Y (2.3) 
+‘-lZ& rx2Y ( )I 
- dy. 
To find Green’s function G(x,, x2 ; s*) let us solve the integral equations 
(2.2) and (2.3) by iteration. To this end we rewrite (2.2) in the equivalent 
form 
G=f+{KaG, (2.4) 
where 
and 
Koc=?1G(x,,y;r’)i~(~)+;~}~y. (2.5) 
Therefore, on applying the iteration method [3] to (2.4) we have the con- 
vergent Neumann series 
G=f+ f c”+’ K(“‘of, (2.6) 
n=O 
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which provide a solution of the integral equation (2.2) where 
represents the “iterated kernel.” 
The convergence of (2.6) will be discussed in Section 9. From (2.5) and 
(2.6) we obtain Green’s function c(x, , x2 ; s*) which has a regular part of 
the form, if 0 < y < 1, 
i(x*,x2;.+ -&js~{-.E.(cJ+,cz}dy 
+$ js jy$hY, y’) 
XIY 
x{&($$)+l’~}dydy., (2.8) 
where 
and 
MY,Y’)= f (-1)‘K”‘(Y’,y), 
“=O 
K(Y’, Y) =& an ip(~)+$LJ. 
In the same way, the integral equation (2.3) gives, if y 9 1, 
x- 
{ 
e --%*I a e-srx2y' 
r 
X2Y’ 
+7-11111 rx*y. ( >I 
- &Y' (2.9) 
where 
UY, Y’) = f K”’ (Y, Y’), 
“=O 
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3. DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OF THE BOUNDARY 
For the study of the function i(x,, x,; s*) certain differential geometrical 
formulae are needed which will be collected in this section. 
Let h>O be sufficiently small. Then 5’ =ol, t*=o* and t3=n can be 
taken as new coordinates in the strip along the bounding surface S, where 
0 < n < h. If tl, c*, r3 are plotted in a Cartesian t1c2t3-space, the image of 
the strip 0 <II < h will be strip along the <It*-plane in which 0 d t3 < h. We 
denote by Z a closed domain of the t’t*-plane and by C(Z) a cuboid 
domain t’, <’ E Z and 0 6 t3 < 6* where 6* < h. We also denote the inverse 
images of Z and C(Z) in the x1x2x3-space by the same symbols Z and C(Z). 
In what follows, let y = (v’, y*, y’) be a point on S and let its image on the 
c1t2-plane be II = (vi, q*, 0). Let x = (x’, x2, x3) be a point in the domain 
C(Z) and let its image in the r1{*r3-space be k= (t’, r2, 5’). 
Let r(b) be the position vector of the point y. In the neighbourhood of S 
we have the equation 
x = r(0) + m(a), (3.1) 
where n(a) is a unit normal perpendicular to the tangent of S at the point 
y. Therefore, on using Frenet’s formulae [4], we deduce, after some reduc- 
tion, that 
where 
and 
(3.2) 
p(3)G9 5 -Ill = Y,(5) YpdSW - v”)(P - rl”W - ;rl”). 
In the expression for P (3) the Einstein summation convention is applied; 
where ycl and yga are derivatives of y with respect o 5” and with respect o 
2j8 and t6. 
We note that the surface and volume elements of S respectively are 
ds= Cg,,Wg22W11’* d5’ dC2, (3.3) 
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and 
dx1dx2dx3 = [l - 2t3H+ (t3)‘K] dS dt3, 
where K= 1/R, R2. 
(3.4) 
4. LOCAL EXPANSIONS 
Let x and y be points in C(Z) and Z, respectively, having the images 5 
and 11 in the c1<2<3-space. If r =rxY and p =P~~,, then Taylor’s theorem 
gives 
where 0 < 6* < h. From (3.2) and (4.1) we obtain the local expansion 
~=~~~.!-(“, F2)(51-~1)u(~2-~2)~(~3)c(~~)v~+remainder 
, 1 . 
(4.2) 
where Ca*,b,c,v denotes a sum of a finite number of terms in which the 
f(tl, r2) are infinitely differentiable functions and a, 6, c, v are nonnegative 
integers satisfying the inequality a + b + c 2 3v, v b 0. The remainder will be 
of order O(S-“ePA”P), h w ere A is an arbitrary large number and 
A = constant > 0. 
Similarly to find the local expansion of the function (a/&r)(e -“IT), we 
note that 
and then Taylor’s theorem gives 
+ O(sp”e-ASP), (4.3) 
where a, b, c, v fulfill the inequality a + b + c 3 3v - 2, v 3 1. 
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DEFINITION 1. The integers a + b + c - 2v - 1 are called the degrees of 
the terms in (4.2) or (4.3). 
We note that the degrees of the terms in (4.2) are all 3 - 1 and eP”P/p 
had degree - 1, while the degrees of the terms in (4.3) are all 3 -2, and 
the term of degree -2 is -(J/8g”)(ePSP/p). 
5. TRANSFORMATION FORMULAE 
DEFINITION 2. Negative integer powers of the differential operators are 
defined according to the formula 
The expression 
(5’ - $Y(5” - r2)b(53Y ($$)‘(f.$) 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
occurring in (4.2) and (4.3) can be transformed into a linear combination 
of a finite number of the functions 
(5.3) 
where p, i, j, and k are integers, p 2 0, i > 0, j > 0. In other words, 
(5.4) 
where xp,i,j,k contains a finite number of terms and CpiJk are some con- 
stants. The degree of each term in this sum, namely, p - i-j - k, coincides 
with the degree a + b + c - 2v - 1 of the left-hand expression in (5.4). 
This transformation is carried out by means of the relations (see [5]) 
(5’ -q’)” (f--J (E$) 
= 
{ 
-$ (5’ -vl’)“- I (f$)‘-’ -(a- I)(51 -rll)ap2 (f$)“X57 
(5.5) 
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and the corresponding formulae with respect to (5*-q*) instead of 
@-v’). 
Now, expressions (4.2) and (4.3) may be written as 
x(~)i(~)i(~)*(~)+O(s~Ae~Asp), (5.6) 
and 
respectively. In (5.6), min(p- q) = - 1, while in (5.7) min(p- q) = -2 
with q = i+j+ k. The terms of minimum degrees are e-“P/p and 
- a/at3(e-sQ/p), respectively. 
6. e”-FUNCTIONS 
DEFINITION 3. Let k1 and k2 be the points in the half-part t3 > 0 of the 
[‘<*t’-space and let pr = ps,,,, p2 = plz,,. Define 
fi12=m~n(p,+p2)= (r:-~:)‘+(r:-e:)‘+(r:+~:)‘. (6.1) 
An e”(&,, G2; s)-function is defined for points t1 and g2 belonging to a suf- 
ficiently small domain C(Z) except when 5, = t2 E Z. It has the following 
properties (see [ 1 ] ): 
0) 
+ 0(s-“e -Asy. (6.2) 
in which f~ P(Z), the integers pr, p2 are nonnegative and 
1= min(p, +p2 -4). 
(ii) 1 is called the degree of the e”-function. 
(iii) The derivative of e”(t,, g2; s)-function with respect to 
<f, C;:, g:, g:, t: and li is the e”-‘(kl, &; s)-function. 
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(iv) If the functions e”(~r, III; s) and eA2(!&, q; s) are defined in C(Z,) 
and C(Z,) and if Zc I, n I,, then the integral 
II eAL(k,, q; s) eA2(k2, q; s) dq’ dq2 = eA1+i2+1(51, k2; s) (6.3) 11 n12 
is the eAl+iz+ ‘(kl, &; )-f s uric ion in every domain C(Z) c C(Z,) n C(Z,). t’ 
Formulae (5.6) and (5.7) show that with respect to a sufficiently small 
domain C(Z) the functions 
are the e”-functions. Thus, in particular 
e - srx). 
-=e-‘(4, q;s), 
r XY 
and 
a e-srxr 
F rxy ( 1 
- = ew2(& q; s), 
for all x E C(Z) and y E Z provided x # y. Since the only term of degree - 2 
in the expansion of 
a e-.wxy 
an, rxy c-1 
is -g a ecspcq -- 
Psll aPbl i 1 p&l 
which is zero when r3 = 0, it follows that 
K(y’,y)=e0(q1,12;s)+ye1(rll,q2;s) 
- e”( q i, q2 ; s)-function, 
which is valid for small y provided y’ = qi and y = Q. The same is true for 
the kernel K(y, y’) when y is large and positive. 
Further let k1 and k2 be points in the half-part l3 >O and let p1 = P~,~, 
p2=pszs and fi,=~g,~ with &=(t;i, <s, -[i), then for &=c, we deduce 
that 
 ^ ” 
P2 = PE,<, = Pl2, 
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Therefore, on applying Green’s theorem to the half-part t3 > 0 we obtain 
(6.4) 
For 5 = n (point in the t1t2-plane) it is clear that p2 = fi2 and consequently 
From (6.4), (6.5), and (6.6) we deduce that 
(6.6) 
(6.7) 
Let I and Z’ be closed domains in the tl<‘-plane of which ZC Z’; then 
according to (6.7) we have 
where the remainder has continuous derivatives of orders k satisfying 
DkR(t,, k2; s) = O(eCBs) ass-+ co, B>O. (6.9) 
7. El-FUNCTIONS 
DEFINITION 4. Let x1 and x2 be points in D + S. Define 
i 12=min(~x,,+~,2,), y E s. (7.1) Y 
An E”(x, , x2 ; s)-function is defined and infinitely differentiable with respect 
to x1 and x2 when these points belong to D + S except when x1 = x2 E S. It 
has the local properties of e”-functions. 
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e ~ .srxy 
-=E-‘(x,y;s), 
r XY 
$ esr,y 
Y ( > r 
= Ep2(x, y; s) 
XY 
and K(y’, y) N @(y, , y2; s) for small positive y provided y, = y’ and y2 = y. 
Finally, the E”-functions satisfy the integral relation 
i E”l(x,,y;s)E”*(x2,y;s)~=EE”1+“*+1(x1, s 
8. ESTIMATES FOR E'-FUNCTIONS 
We insert a remark on the asymptotic behavior of the functions 
(a/ax)i(a/ay)j(a/az)“(e-~r/r), where i,j, k are integers, i>O, j30 and 
x2; $1. (7.2) 
q=i+j+k. Th e operator (a/&) ’ is defined according to (5.1) and 
r=J?TjGT. Then, with A = constant > 0, the relations 
when q < 0, 
= O( [ 1 + [log srl] epsrA), when q = 0, 
= O(rp4epAsr), when q > 0, (8.1) 
are valid for s -+ co. 
Consequently, 
E”(x,, x,; s) = O(s-‘em Ari12), 
=O([l + llogsi,,l] ePAsF12), 
= (y if, e --Ash*), 
which are valid for s -+ co. 
when A > 0, 
when A= 0, 
when A < 0, (8.2) 
9. ESTIMATES FOR THE LAPLACE TRANSFORM OF GREEN'S FUNCTION 
In the case of small positive y the regular part of the Laplace transform 
of Green’s function is given by (2.8). Since 
e-“‘“ly 
-=E-‘(x,, y;s), 
r XIY 
e -sf-x*y 
-=E-‘(x,, y; s), r X2Y 
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and 
a ees’x2Y 
K rx2y ( ) 
= E-2(x2, y; s), (9.1) 
it follows from (7.2) that for small positive y the first integral in (2.8) 
represents E-‘(x i , x2 ; s)-function. 
Since for small positive y, K(y’, y)mE”( y,, y2; s); then according to (7.2) 
the iterated kernel K’“‘( y’, y) N E”( y i , y2 ; s). Thus for n > k, r = ry , y2, 
DkK’“‘(y’, y)-Enpk(y,, y2;~)=O(~-n+keCAsr) as s + co (9.2) 
with the help of (9.2) it is readily seen that 
Jo (- 1)’ K’“N’( yt, y) 
is an EN( y, , y2 ; s)-function. Hence 
M(y,y’)= f (-l)“K’“‘(y’,y)+S 2 (-l)“K’“‘(y’,y”) 
“=O S,=O 
x f ( - 1)” K’“N’( y”, y) dy”, 
V=O 
is an P( yi , y2 ; s)-function. 
It finally follows that for small positive y the second integral in (2.8) is an 
E- ‘(xi, x2 ; s)-function. Thus, for small positive y the regular part 
i(x,, x2; s2) represents an E-*(x,, x2; s)-function, and consequently by the 
help of (8.2) 
G(x,, x2; s’)-O(~;~ eeAs’12), (9.3) 
which is valid for small positive y and large positive s. From (9.3) we 
deduce that the Laplace transform of Green’s function is exponentially 
small for s -+ cc and consequently the convergence of (2.6) follows. A 
similar statement is true in the case of large positive y, as can be seen from 
an investigation of formula (2.9). 
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10. MORE PRECISE ESTIMATES 
The e”-expansions of e-SrxY/rxy and (a/&,)(e-‘rxY/rXy) can be written as 
(4 e -s’xIY r / x,y= (e~“PS1111PS19)+e0(5,, TS), 
(b) e --xzY r / x2y= (e~s~s~V~k2q) + e0G2, tl; $1, 
(c) (alany)(e-~~xly/rx,,) = -(a/ag:)(e-s”5’1/P5,rl) + e-‘(S1, q; $1, 
Cd) (alan,)(e-~rx2Y/rx2U) = -(alag:)(e~SP5Zl/p52q) + ep’&, q; s). 
Therefore, using these expansions and with the help of (6.3) and (6.8) we 
deduce that for small positive y the first term in (2.8) behaves like 
If (10.1) is inserted into (2.8) and remember that the second term in (2.8) is 
an e-‘(ti, &; s)-function, we see that in the case of small positive y and 
large positive s, 
and consequently since lim(i,,/fi,,)= 1 when ii, (or fir2) tends to zero, 
X(x,, x,; a g&(&)-‘(g+.(y). (10.2) 
In the same way we find for large positive y and large positive s, 
X(x,, x2; s2) -gg+&-(&)(fq)+o(f$q (10.3) 
11. THE ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION OF e(t) 
Since for r3 B h > 0 the function x(x, x; s2) is of order O(eP’“““), the 
integral over D of this function can be approximated in the following way 
(see (3.3), (3.4)): 
iqs’, = SSJ’, 2(x, x; 3) dx’dx2dx3 
= x(x, x; s2)[1 -2t3H+ (t3)*K] d{dS+ O(eP2A”h). (11.1) 
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Let us now introduce the following formula 
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i!j! 
=(-lY+k2-‘-P-1 (q2)! tj,2y 
P! 
‘(p-k)(p-k-2)...(p-k-i-j) 
$ifj+k-p 
+ O(e-2A”h) ass-+oo, (11.2) 
where 21= i + j, i + j + k - p < 0 and the integral vanishes if one or both of i 
and j are odd (see [2]). 
If the e”-expansion of ;X(x, x; s*) is introduced into (11.1) and by the help 
of (11.2) we-deduce after inverting Laplace transforms and using (1.11 
that if O<y<l, 
V 
W~-pqT2+ 
s 1 
16rct + 12rc3’2t”2 I 
(H-3y)dS+O(t’12) as t-+0, (11.3 
S 
and if 791, 
+ O(P) ast -+ 0. (11.4) 
The asymtotic expansion (11.3) may be interpreted as: 
(i) D = convex domain and we have an impedance boundary con- 
dition with small impedance, or 
(ii) D = convex domain has volume V and its surface area S has the 
mean curvature (H - 3~) together with the Neumann boundary condition, 
Similarly, the asymptotic expansion (11.4) may be interpreted as: 
(ii) D = convex domain and we have an impedance boundary con- 
dition with large impedance, or 
(ii) D = convex domain has volume V and surface area 
{S - 27 -’ fs HdS} together with the Dirchlet boundary condition. 
We note that the formula (11.3) and (11.4) are in agreement with Plei- 
jel’s formulae (1.3) and (1.4) if y = 0 and y + 00, respectively. 
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